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The cause of Earth's deepest earthquakes has been a mystery to science for more than a century, but a team of Carnegie scientists ...
What causes deep Earth’s most mysterious earthquakes?
Sweeping new laws that could strip charities of their non-profit status for minor offences are intended to stifle protest, the sector warns.
Morrison’s ‘unconstitutional’ crackdown on charities
Earth's constantly moving tectonic plates have created the unique habitable planet we recognize today. A new study, led by geologist Michael Ackerson from the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural ...
Earth's oldest crystals reveal age of plate tectonics
Great Bear Resources Ltd. (the Company or Great Bear) (TSXV: GBR) (OTCQX: ) today announced key management appointments. The Company concurrently announces the departures of Mr. Robert Scott, Chief ...
Great Bear Strengthens Management Team and Provides Update on Regional Projects
Kokumi taste is a well-accepted and characterised taste modality and is described as a sensation of enhancement of sweet, salty, and umami tastes. The Calcium Sensing Receptor (CaSR) has been ...
Kokumi taste perception is functional in a model carnivore, the domestic cat (Felis catus)
NASA’s newest Mars rover is beginning to study the floor of an ancient crater that once held a lake. NASA’s Perseverance rover has been busy serving as a communications base station for the Ingenuity ...
Perseverance's Robotic Arm Starts Conducting Science
As NASA explains, there are two possibilities for the rocks, and scientists are eager to classify them: One important question scientists want to answer ... from rock and mineral fragments ...
NASA finally let Perseverance stretch its arms and do some work
There’s a giant metal asteroid floating out beyond Mars that might be the core of a planet that was smashed to smithereens aeons ago. NASA’s sending a probe to find out, but a positive answer could ...
Psyche: The metal mini-world that could change everything we know about the Solar System
A whistleblower complaint to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission cites “egregious” violations by ReconAfrica and executives.
Oil exploration company in Okavango wilderness misled investors, complaint to SEC says
Business (Embracing Jeff Bezos' 'Scope'; Electric-car lesson that China is serving up for America), Technology (Using AI to catch online defamation; International phishing expedition looking to hook ...
Ten interesting things we read this week
RECONAFRICA, a Canadian company exploring for oil and gas upstream of one of Africa's most lush and wildlife-rich habitats, may have fraudulently misled investors by misrepresenting its work on the ...
Namibia: Oil Exploration Company in Kavango Wilderness 'Misled Investors'
Competitive Assessment & Intelligence ... developments The report answers questions such as: 1. What is the market size and forecast of the Global Rare-Earth Metals Market? 2.
Rare-Earth Metals Market Research Report by Type, by Application - Global Forecast to 2025 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19
So she dialled up the U.K. researcher in charge of the test ... of the Earth and the Environment at the University of Toronto, says the ancient water might help answer a question that curious ...
This geologist found the oldest water on earth—in a Canadian mine
The answer to this question hinges on another: How do we ramp up our sustainable lithium production and make better use of the lithium we already have? Salting the Earth: The Lithium Triangle ...
Is there a greener way to build (and rebuild) batteries?
When diamonds form in the Earth's interior, they sometimes capture pieces of mineral from the surrounding ... to figure out how it got down there." To test the idea, Wagner and van Keken built ...
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